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Abstract
The present study offers a novel methodology for corpus-based discourse analysis that combines Kenneth Burke's (1968, 1969) dramatistic method of text analysis and the corpus techniques of keyword extraction and concordance reading. Applying the methodology, a two-stage analysis of Donald Trump's 2016 Orlando speech has been conducted: First, at a micro level, (i) the keywords used by Trump were identified in his speech as compared against the historical reference corpus of US Presidents through WordSmith Tools (Scott, 2012), and (ii) Trump's keyword lexical structures were described and interpreted in the pentadic ratios rhetorically motivated by the "terministic screens" that select and deflect representations of the gay-nightclub-shooting event in the speech; second, at a macro level, the process of substantiating the whole speech event of Orlando was implemented in terms of the different types of substance – geometric, familial, and directional – recognized in the keywords clustering and linking in the speech. The study has reached two findings. First, methodologically, Burke's dramatistic method of text analysis and corpus-linguistics techniques have been synergized in a novel way that contributes to analysing the rhetorical language of political discourse, eventually yielding a corpus-based dramatistic discourse analysis. Second, practically, analysing the pentadic ratios of the speech keywords and their substance types has revealed Trump's rhetoric of selecting and deflecting certain representations of the Orlando political event through a specific ensemble of terministic screens and substantiations.
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1. Introduction
Kenneth Burke (1897–1993), the philosopher and literary theorist, is perhaps one of the most influential figures who theorized about rhetorical language as "symbolic action," precisely by proposing his famous formula of the "symbol-using, symbol-making, and symbol misusing animal" (Burke, 1966, p. 6). This formula has been established by virtue of Burke's "trackings of terminologies," or the ways humans use
those terminologies and are used by them (Simons, 2004, p. 152). Thus, preoccupied with the terms used and misused by symbol users and makers, Burke scrutinized many and various meaning-making resources in different symbolic systems, or discourses, that pertain to philosophy, literature, and religion (Burke, 1931/1968a, 1935/1965, 1941/1973, 1945/1969, 1961/1970, 1972).

Therefore, Burke's works on symbolic communications and discourses (including the ones above) revolve around what Stillar (1998, p. 61) has aptly described as "the simple, but very consequential, fact that life is lived in terms of – that is, it is lived through a variety of 'terministic screens'":

We must use terministic screens, since we can't say anything without the use of terms; whatever terms we use, they necessarily constitute a corresponding kind of screen; and any such screen necessarily directs the attention to one field rather than another. Within that field there can be different screens, each with its way of directing the attention and shaping the range of observations implicit in the given terminology. (Burke, 1966, p. 50)

It follows, then, that Burke directly connects the attitudes and motives of social agents with the terms they normally (mis-)use (and certainly make); and there lies the following Burkean maxim: "Our words negotiate relations of power, legitimacy, and authority" (Stillar, 1998, p. 61).

Given the above maxim, Burke has developed a special type of grammar that departs from the traditional model of linguistic grammar and targets a critique of terminology; such a critique has derived from Burke's analytic method of dramatism, which investigates language – and indeed any symbolic act of communication – in dramatic terms. According to Burke's dramatistic model, "for there to be an act, there must be an agent"; similarly this sort of acting agent entails the presence of a "scene"; and acting in a scene, "the agent must employ some means, or agency"; and eventually, an act in its full sense would involve a "purpose" (Burke, 1968b, p. 446, italics in original).

As is shortly demonstrated below (Section 2), despite the philosophical riches of Burke's dramatistic model and its qualitatively probing analytics, to date there have not been any serious research attempts at integrating quantitative methods into this model. Indeed, the employment of quantitative corpus techniques is argued here to be methodologically of the essence to Burke's classic, albeit still analytically reliable, model. This is especially being so, not least because the model lends itself quite fittingly to the commonly known and well established corpus techniques of keyword extraction and concordance reading (see Section 3). Therefore, the present study touts a methodological synergy of dramatistic text analysis and corpus linguistics in the hope of finding a practical solution to the foregoing research problem.

Thus, in the current context of research, the following overarching question is posed: How to synergize Kenneth Burke's dramatistic model of text analysis and corpus linguistics in a way that is methodologically useful to the rhetorical analysis of political discourse? I can argue here that addressing this question opens up new vistas for a novel form of discourse analysis, specifically, a corpus-based dramatistic discourse analysis. In due course, it is made clear that the data used towards the empirical validation of this form of discourse analysis is two sets of data: (i) Donald Trump's 2016 Orlando speech, as an actual instance of textual data analysis, and (ii) a historical corpus of the speeches delivered by US Presidents from George Washington to Barack Obama, as a reference corpus (see Section 4).

The remaining structure of this paper is divided in five sections, and they are summarized in the following order. First, a critique of the previous literature on Burke's dramatistic model of the pentad is presented, then followed by the research hypothesis and questions formulated in view of this critique. Second, Burke's model is explained in terms of its analytic components, viz. pentad, ratios, and substance. Third, a brief account of the methodology is provided with a focus on the data used in current research and the procedure followed in data analysis. Fourth, a discourse analysis is conducted on
Trump's 2016 Orlando speech in a way that methodologically synergizes Burke's dramatistic model and concordance-based analysis of the lexical keywords used by Trump in addressing the American people. Finally, and fifth, a summary of the main point of research is given as well as a discussion of the main findings and implications coming out of analysis are presented.

2. Critiquing previous literature on Burke's pentad: New research hypothesis and questions

Burke (1945/1969, p. xv) has technically dubbed the five-term dramatistic model, outlined in the introduction above (Section 1), as "pentad," or the "pentad of key terms," which is more generally known to be a grammar of motives; and as such the terms "dramatism," "pentad," and "grammar of motives" almost denote the same thing in Burkean philosophy. Ever since the theoretical establishment of Burke's dramatism, there has emerged a plethora of studies that utilized the pentadic model in analysing texts, discourses, and many other symbolic acts of communication (e.g., Ling, 1970; Rosenfield, 1976; Jameson, 1978; Hahn & Morland, 1979; Brummeet, 1979, 1980; Condit & Selzer, 1985; Birdsell, 1987; Lule, 1990; Cooks & Descutner, 1993; Appel, 1993, 1997; Anderson & Prelli, 2001; Kenny, 2005; Blain, 2005; Stob, 2008; Prelli & Winters, 2009; Edgar, 2014; Head, 2016; Jensen & Ratcliffe, 2017; Jensen, 2018; Bloomfield & Tscholl, 2018; Ebibbagha, 2020).

Notwithstanding the above literature utilizing Burke's dramatistic model, there has not yet been scholarly endeavours to view the model from the lens of corpus linguistics as based on analysing naturally occurring and machine-readable data, which computationally implements "numerous ways of making sense of linguistic patterns: collocations, keywords, frequency lists, clusters, dispersion plots, etc." (Baker, 2006, p. 21). Of course, all or any of these corpus-based techniques would enhance purely qualitative methods of language, text or discourse analysis; and, being one of those methods, Burke's dramatism – I argue – may not only benefit from corpus-linguistics techniques, but also enrich the qualitative dimension of concordance reading of keyword-in-context (KWIC) format, known among corpus linguists in general (notably, Sinclair, 1991, 2003; Stubbs, 1996; Kennedy, 1998; Biber et al., 1998; Scott & Tribble, 2006).

This methodological aspect may be symbiotically secured if the discourse analyst drawing on Burke's model of dramatism realizes how, as briefly indicated above, crucial the concept of "terms" to pentadic analysis may be; after all, Burke is terminologically oriented when it comes to the analysis of text as a form of symbolic action. This is precisely the point where both the corpus technique of KWIC analysis can assist in a number of ways: First, generating a list of the most frequently used words in a text is a strong indication of textual relevance, and thereby providing more reliable grounds for further Burkean terminological analysis; second, using a concordance or a list of all the textual occurrences of terms or keywords enables the discourse analyst to undertake more reliable pentadic analysis (than it used to be) towards uncovering interesting rhetorical aspects in text; third, employing a Burkean dramatistic form of analysis is likely to add new insights to concordance-based keyword analysis, particularly in terms of the symbolic action in the text and the rhetorical situation wherein this text has been (re-)produced (see the coming section).

Thus, the present study offers the following hypothesis: A symbiotically effective methodology for analysing the rhetorical language of political discourse may emerge from synergizing Kenneth Burke's dramatistic method of text analysis and the corpus-linguistics techniques of keyword extraction and concordance reading, and this may yield a novel corpus-based dramatistic discourse analysis. In order to (dis-)prove the foregoing hypothesis, the following overarching question needs to be addressed: How to synergize Kenneth Burke's dramatistic model of text analysis and corpus linguistics in a way that is methodologically useful to the rhetorical analysis of political discourse? An answer to this general question entails addressing three sub-questions related to the research data under analysis: (1) What is
Donald Trump's 2016 Orlando speech mainly about? (2) What are the terministic screens motivating Trump in his rhetorical representation of the speech event? (3) How can the whole speech event be explained in relation to Trump's rhetorically motivated terms?

In the coming section, a form of corpus-based dramatistic discourse analysis is detailed in relation to its twofold componential structure: (i) Burke's dramatistic method/grammar and (ii) the potential correlation of keywords and terministic screens.

3. Corpus-based dramatistic discourse analysis: A new methodology

This section is dedicated to the theoretical explanation of the proposed methodology for analysing the rhetorical language of political discourse; this methodology is presented here as a new form of corpus-based dramatistic discourse analysis, which combines Burke's dramatistic method/grammar of text analysis in terms of pentad, ratios and substance on the one hand and the corpus-linguistics techniques of keyword extraction and concordance reading – collectively known as KWIC (keyword-in-context) – on the other. The composite methodology is presented in the coming subsections.

3.1. Burke's dramatistic method/grammar: Pentad, ratios, and substance

"To discuss the grammatical resources (systems and structures) of symbolic action," Stillar (1998, p. 59) writes, "Burke draws on an understanding of human relations and activities as drama." This account is clear from Burke's (1968b) concept of "pentad" – glossed earlier in the introduction – which consists of typically dramatic terms, namely, act, agent, agency, scene, and purpose; and these pentadic elements are intended to explain the different structures of the text in a way that construes the different motives and attitudes associated with human actions; hence the Burkean term "grammar of motives" (1945/1969). That is, this type of grammar "deals with analysis of the vocabularies and structures of texts used in the construction of motives" (Stillar, 1998, p. 62).

Thus, it can be said that Burkean grammar is "dramatistic," for it focuses on analysing the language of the text as motivated act:

In a rounded statement about motives, you must have some word that names the act (names what took place, in thought or deed), and another that names the scene (the background of the act, the situation in which it occurred); also, you must indicate what person or kind of person (agent) performed the act, what means or instruments he [sic.] used (agency), and the purpose. (Burke, 1945/1969, p. xv; italics in original)

Crucially, Burke scrutinizes text structures as pentadic combinations, or technically "ratios," that may reveal how motivated certain acts in text are – as elements of symbolic action. So, as Burke (1968b, p. 446) explains, one agent's act may be viewed against some background or scene, which would constitute a "scene-act ratio"; one more pentadic combination is a "purpose-agency ratio," where the logic of "means selecting" or the relation of "means to ends" obtains; an "agent-act ratio" reflects "the correspondence between a man's character and the character of his behavior"; and finally, as Stillar (1998, p. 64) exemplifies, a purpose-act ratio would "characterize the act as made necessary by some purpose."

Further, Stillar (1998) follows Burke's (1945/1969) lead in recognizing that the motives or attitudes arising from the pentadic ratios hinge upon "the assignation of substance":

Assigning substance is hence a selection and a deflection, just as a particular ratio (scene:act, for example) constitutes a selection (one of many) of the ways in which
motives may be attributed or understood, and it is a deflection because it impels us to see in its terms, not in others. (Stillar, 1998, p. 67, italics in original)

Significantly, then, how ratios function in one text or another is determined by the different substance types "(presuppositions of 'what is')" – substantiation. Burke's identification of these substance types is essentially tripartite: geometric, familial, and directional (1945/1969, pp. 29-33). Geometric substance is encapsulated in the formula "Participation in context," whereby some object is placed in its setting, spatial and/or temporal; and it exists "both in itself and as part of its background" (Burke, 1969, p. 29). Familial substance underscores definition in terms of "common ancestry in the strictly biological sense"; but, as Burke insightfully adds, the concept "is usually 'spiritualized', so that it includes merely social groups, comprising persons of the same nationality or beliefs" (Burke, 1969, p. 29). Directional substance provides definition in terms of motion or path such that it "stresses the sense of motivation from within" (Burke, 1969, p. 31); this may explain why the directional "has encouraged much sociological speculation in terms of 'tendencies' or 'trends'" (Burke, 1969, p. 32).

Commenting on Burke's treatment of the "paradox of substance," Stillar (1998) points out that despite its seemingly natural presence in text – "as the 'taken-for-granted' of being" – substance is "as much a social construction, as much a selection and deflection, as any other speaking in terms of" (p. 69). This should take us back to Burke's crucial notion of "terministic screens," which conditions and constrains the substantial terms being (mis-)used and made dramatic in text. Thus, looking for text-based terms of the sort may bring the discourse analyst closer to discovering pentadic structures of ratios and their respective substances; and those terms are argued here to be keywords in corpus-linguistics parlance.

3.2. Keywords and terministic screens

Phillips (1983) is credited with the statistically substantiated proposition that the topic of a given text could be specified by identifying the keywords frequently used in this text (Phillips, 1983, cited in Pearson, 1998, p. 54). The idea of identifying a list of keywords in a text or a group of texts relies on the information retrieval technique of corpus software. The computational tool of such software operates on the principle of "keyness" as being a quality that words may have in a text or a number of texts, "suggesting that they are important, they reflect what the text is really about, avoiding trivia and insignificant detail" (Scott & Tribble, 2006, pp. 55-56).

It follows, then, that typical of every textual practice is the presence of patterns of repetition that may aid in specifying what this practice is about (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978; Hoey, 1991). But this is conditioned by the presence of a reference corpus against which textual practices will be compared for the sake of deciding on their lists of keywords; a reference corpus should ideally be an "appropriate sample" of language use that suits the textual practice under investigation, either in terms of genre, style, or any other comparable aspect; the phrase "appropriate sample" usually denotes a large corpus of texts, "probably many thousands of words long and possibly much more" (Scott & Tribble, 2006, p. 58). Taken as aboutness indicators, lexical (and not grammatical) keywords would be more relevant to textual practices if conceived of as belonging to or enacted by certain discourses; this can be specially so if one takes on board the assumption that keyword lists – further to providing "excellent insights into the 'aboutness' of single instances of a text" – can readily offer a clearer understanding of the "collocational relationships which generically significant words take on in the discourse" (Tribble, 2002, p. 137). This chimes well with Mahlberg's (2007, p. 197) description of the keywords derived by the KeyWords Tool in WordSmith (Scott, 2004, 2012) as being capable of providing "insights into aspects of social organization and views of the world."
One of the classic examples of research on how keyword analysis can provide such insights in the field of discourse studies is Fairclough (1990, 1992), who investigated the meanings of the keyword "enterprise"; he used corpus data that comprise the speeches delivered by Lord Young, Secretary of State for Trade and Industry in the Thatcher government, between 1985 and 1988. Fairclough (1992, pp. 187-190) found that, since its use by the British Conservative government in the 1980s, this keyword has changed in a way that is sensitive to political circumstances; the patterns of using the keyword demonstrated meaning shifts that reflected a more general extension of consumerism discourses into educational discourses, with the students represented as customers; and thus there seemed to be relationship between the restructuring of the senses of "enterprise" and the restructuring of orders of discourse.

As such, at the level of empirical research on discourse studies, there is great prospect for taking keywords as "useful signposts" to Burke's terministic screens, whose existence in one discourse type draws upon the selection of significant terms used by social agents in specific textual practices associated with this discourse type; the idea of keywords standing as "useful signposts" has been offered by Baker (2010) on the grounds that keywords "identify the lexical focus or preoccupations of a corpus (or specific text);" but, as he further explains, "qualitative investigation of concordances is often required in order to identify exactly how keywords are used" (Baker, 2010, p. 26). Perhaps, the qualitative aspect of analysing keywords in their concordances or textual contexts (KWIC) may be enhanced and enriched should the analyst consider Burke's dramatistic model of pentad, ratios and substance, as proposed above; and this is exactly the focus of current research – Burkean dramatistic discourse analysis in a corpus-linguistics perspective.

Indeed, the dramatistic environment of keywords can be fully utilized if the Burkean discourse analyst considers seriously what Scott and Tribble (2006, p. 66) describe as the "linkages" between keywords as "collocational neighbours." But, crucially, such linkages would be more than just a node-collocate relationship, for the linkage in this case comprises two keywords, with almost the same semantic weight in text. At this point, keyword linkages can be illuminating in relation to the pentadic ratios: lexically extended units of keywords can be a rich site for combinations of the pentad elements running through the text.

Thus, in view of the above corpus tools of keyword list and cluster as well as concordance reading, Burke's dramatistic model for investigating the terministic screens associated with a given textual practice may be developed far beyond the intuition of the analyst. As stated earlier, terministic screens represent the conscious use of certain terms – to the exclusion of others – in a way that directs and deflects attention; and therefore these terministic screens are not merely representational, but are essentially attitudinal or orientational; that is, they do rhetorically reflect the stance of the symbol (mis-)user/maker. Crucially, then, deciding computationally on those terms in text and scrutinizing them in their linguistic contexts may well contribute to the field of discourse studies by providing a methodologically robust form of discourse analysis; this form will combine Burke's qualitatively insightful model of dramatism and the rigorously quantitative methods of corpus linguistics.

4. Methodology

This section discusses the data empirically drawn upon towards the validation of the proposed corpus-based dramatistic discourse analysis, and then presents the methodological procedure for conducting this form of discourse analysis; the procedure starts from identifying the keywords in the data, through the stages of describing the pentadic structures of these keywords and interpreting the terministic screens motivating their usages in text, to the final stage of explaining the substances contextualizing the speech event in the same data.
4.1. Data

The current study draws on two sets of data. The first set is Donald Trump's Orlando speech; the speech is 4,290 words, and it was delivered on 13 June 2016 in reaction to the shooting at a gay nightclub in Orlando on 12 June 2016. In his speech, as a consequence of the shooting event, Trump called for suspending immigration from countries with a history of terrorism. Trump's speech is used as the primary form of data that is analysed in conformity with the present method of corpus-based dramatistic discourse analysis. The second set of data is a historical corpus; it contains data scraped from archives of speeches made by US Presidents from George Washington to Barack Obama. The total word count for the corpus is about 3.5 million words. This corpus is used as a reference corpus against which Trump's speech is compared for deriving the latter's keyword frequency list.

4.2. Procedure

The methodological procedure followed in the present study proceeded at two stages. The first stage is dedicated to the phases of (1) identifying the keywords used by Trump in his speech as compared against the historical reference corpus of US Presidents by means of the WordSmith Tools (Scott, 2012), (2) describing the pentadic ratios associated with these keywords and/or their lexical linkages, and (3) interpreting the terministic screens rhetorically motivating Trump's usages of the speech keywords. The second stage is mainly concerned with substantiating the whole speech event of Orlando in terms of the different types of substance – geometric, familial, and directional – recognized in the keywords clustering and linking in the speech.

5. A corpus-based dramatistic discourse analysis of Trump’s 2016 Orlando speech

The present section applies the corpus-based dramatistic discourse analysis outlined above to Donald Trump's 2016 Orlando speech. In the coming two subsections, the analysis tackles the pentadic structures and substances associated with the lexical keywords used by Trump in representing the Orlando-nightclub-shooting event in his speech. In the first subsection, the speech keywords, having been identified by WordSmith Tools (Scott, 2012), are described and interpreted in their concordances as ratios comprising elements of pentad, which are in turn motivated by Trump's terministic screens of the whole speech event. In the second subsection, the analysis is taken a step further towards explaining how the different keyword-based types of substance enable Trump to substantiate the whole speech event in a way that rhetorically serves his speech message and appeals to his audience.

5.1. Pentadic structures of the Orlando speech: Trump's terministic screens

Using the corpus analysis software WordSmith (Scott, 2012) with a default of $p < 0.000001$, Trump's speech gives a total of 30 keywords when compared against the reference corpus of US Presidents. In Table 1, the thirty keywords have been cut down to only fourteen, for all grammatical keywords have been excluded from the scope of present analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Lexical Keyword</th>
<th>Freq.</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>RC. Freq.</th>
<th>RC. %</th>
<th>Keyness</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>RADICAL</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>122.52</td>
<td>0.0000000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>CLINTON</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>106.99</td>
<td>0.0000000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>HILLARY</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>95.09</td>
<td>0.0000000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IMMIGRATION</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>92.82</td>
<td>0.0000000000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As exhibited in Table 1, the first column (No.) simply numbers the keywords in the order that they are presented (i.e., in terms of their keyness strength). The second column (Lexical Keyword) lists each lexical keyword. The third and fourth columns (Freq. & %) give the frequencies of each keyword (minimum 3) as it occurred in Trump's Orlando speech and their corresponding percentages, respectively. The fifth and sixth columns (RC. Freq. & %) give the frequencies of each keyword in the reference corpus of US Presidents and their corresponding percentages, respectively. The seventh column (Keyness) provides the log-likelihood keyness rate of each keyword. The eighth column (P value) gives the p value of each keyword.

Prior to analysing the pentadic structures of the keywords appearing in Table 1, it is worth remarking on the whole symbolic act of communicating the Orlando speech. As stated above, the whole speech was delivered as a reaction to the crisis of mass shooting at a gay nightclub in Orlando, Florida, US, on 12 June 2016. The whole event was triggered by the shooter, a single American Muslim guard, whose family – according to Trump himself – was allowed to emigrate from Afghanistan to America. Interestingly, too, the timing of the event synchronized with Trump’s presidential campaign, which was officially launched on 16 June 2015, with Hillary Clinton as the Democratic rival to Trump in the 2016 election. Significantly, Clinton acted as US Secretary of State in the Obama Administration from 2009 to 2013. With these contextual details in mind, the great majority of the lexical keywords exhibited in Table 1 can be viewed as contextualization cues for the whole symbolic communication act, e.g., RADICAL, CLINTON, HILLARY, IMMIGRATION, ISLAMIC, TERRORISM, ISLAM, ORLANDO, OBAMA, and GAY.

Notably, however, the epithet RADICAL appears at the top of the keyword list, which means that it constitutes a whole significant configuration of described entities of some sort. This is made explicit in Figure 1, where the terms views, mosques, terrorism, terrorist(s), preachers, and above all Islam are recurrently positioned to the right of RADICAL. But, since the current method of corpus-based dramatistic discourse analysis regards keywords as the terms worthy of investigation for the most part, the analytic focus is laid strictly on the keyword linkages in Figure 1. There are three keyword linkages here: (a) RADICAL and ISLAMIC, (b) RADICAL, ISLAMIC and TERRORISM, and (c) RADICAL and ISLAM. In each case, the scene:agent ratio can be recognized. In the first case of RADICAL ISLAMIC, the terms terrorism, terrorist(s), and preachers of hate and violence are co-textually featured in a number of concordance lines (lines 3-9).
Figure 1. The keyword RADICAL in Trump's 2016 Orlando speech

Here, Trump seems to present these pentadic terms as different types of agents whose attributes are the same, i.e., being radical and Islamic; and thus he sets up a terministic screen of terror. It is therefore highly likely that Trump’s audience would conceptualize a particular type of agent – irrespective of their tokens – due to its constantly negative scenic effect of terrorization. Even more scenically expressive is the second case, where the keyword TERRORISM becomes the agent – at least metaphorically – for the type of agent presented here is inherently negative (lines 7 and 8). Thus, in this context, the scene:agent ratio is reinforced in pentadic force: The negative meaning of the agent heavily emphasizes the negative attribution of the scenic terms radical and Islamic. Perhaps, the scene:agent ratio becomes even more established with the third case where the keywords RADICAL and ISLAM are so remarkably reiterated in a fixed pattern (lines 10-17). Islam stands as an agent that is characterized as being "radical"; and, with the same scene of dramatic terror, such an agent is menacingly (i) "coming to our [i.e., American] shores" (line 10), (ii) standing as a "threat" (line 13), (iii) "anti-woman, anti-gay and anti-American" (line 16), and (iv) "incompatible with Western values and institutions" (line 17).

At this point, the keyword GAY may be relevant to the keyword linkage RADICAL ISLAM, but a seemingly different ratio may emerge here as shown in Figure 2. With the current political situation, GAY represents the pentadic element of scene, for it stands as the root (tacitly religious) cause of shooting. The political situation may then be rhetorically distilled into the scene:act ratio, where gay culture has been the target of shooting due to the radical-Islamic ideology lying behind. The manifestations of this ratio can be captured in the concordance lines in Figure 2; but, crucially, it should be added that Trump has maximally expanded the scope of the pentadic scene to include other elements that may encounter the same crisis: (1) "... all Americans – women and children, gay and straight, Jews and Christians and all people ..." (line 1); (2) "... violence of any kind against gay and lesbian Americans" (line 2); (3) "... execute gay and lesbian citizens" (line 4); (4) "... radical Islam is anti-woman, anti-gay and anti-American" (line 5); and (5) "... a place where gay people, Christian people, and Jewish people are targets of persecution and intimation ..." (line 6). Thus, building on the foregoing ratio, one may gather that Trump deploys a terministic screen of scenic dramatization, which brings into effect the "persuasive rhetoric of amplification" (Salama, 2011) in the main scene against which the act of Orlando shooting has taken place; this may be an attempt on his part to globalize a local crisis and aggravate the threat of radical Islam.
Such a terministic screen of scenic dramatization has been persistently adopted by Trump when speaking of other pentadic elements; more specifically, the keyword ORLANDO and the keyword linkage SAN BERNARDINO. For example, the keyword ORLANDO, as exhibited in Figure 3, is the focal scene where the shooting took place: Orlando is the Florida-based city where the attack on the Pulse gay nightclub was launched (line 4). Here, the same scene:act ratio continues with Trump dramatizing certain aspects of the scene itself: (1) surveying the history of the Orlando shooter (line 1), (2) extending the consequential impact of shooting to the point of forcing a change of the American foreign policy (line 2), (3) popularizing the whole event at national levels of the American society (lines 3 and 5), (4) describing the attack in superlative terms as being "the worst terror strike on our [America's] soil since September 11th" (line 4), and (5) featuring other cases that are similar to the Orlando shooting (line 6).

Perhaps, the last aspect of the scenic dramatization of Orlando – featuring comparable cases of shooting – can be realized in the way Trump used the keyword linkage SAN BERNARDINO, which is demonstrated in Figure 4. San Bernardino is a California-based city in the US that witnessed a terrorist attack of mass shooting on 2 December 2015. Notably, here, Trump brings in this past tragic event as a scene with an act of terror similar to the Orlando act; and as such the same scene:act ratio persists in the rhetorical situation. Again, as shown in Figure 4, Trump has dramatized the San Bernardino scene by using terms of dramatic exaggeration (italics for emphasis): (1) "I called for a ban after San Bernardino and was met with great scorn and anger" (line 1), (2) "the male shooter … whose name I will not mention" (line 2), (3) "… San Bernardino, the slaughter, that's all it was was a slaughter" (line 3), (4) "… the people in San Bernardino were bad" (line 4), and (5) "In San Bernardino … people who knew what was going on … but they used the excuse of racial profiling for not reporting it" (line 5).
Another pentadic structure can be found in Figure 5, with the keywords CLINTON and HILLARY cemented together as a keyword linkage, reifying the proper noun Hillary Clinton. The concordance lines in Figure 5 present the agent:purpose ratio in a way that reveals the plans or intentions of Clinton. In using terms such as plan, wants and want (lines 2, 3, 5, and 6), Trump emphasizes aspects of the future vision of his Democratic rival in presidential election. One such aspect is Clinton's purpose of bringing more radical Islamic immigrants to America (line 2); and with this purpose in the mind of Clinton, Trump seems to steer the attention of his audience to the term "catastrophic immigration plan" – seeing the agent's way of thinking as perilous; almost the same meaning is reiterated in lines 5 and 6, with Clinton's willingness and desire to do so, being stressed by using the terms want and wants. Indeed, Trump has further extended the dangerous vision of Clinton to the economic realm: "Hillary Clinton wants to empty out the Treasury …" (line 3). As such, it can be said that here Clinton is being filtered through a terministic screen of disastrous administration.

Figure 5. The keyword linkage HILLARY CLINTON in Trump's 2016 Orlando speech

Thus, the agent:purpose ratio presented by Trump in Figure 5 juxtaposes Clinton and radical Islamic immigrants in a way that rhetorically demonizes the latter. At this point, it may be analytically interesting to examine the same purpose-specific term want as a keyword (see Table 1) with a view to analyzing its pentadic structure in Trump's speech. A quick glance at the keyword WANT in Figure 6 demonstrates Trump's tendency to use it in collocation with the first-person pronoun "I" in the fixed pattern I want, except for the last line in the concordance wherein the cognitive verb of desire is negated (I don't want). Obviously, the same agent:purpose ratio applies here, but this time it relates to Trump, whose subjective presence seems to be dominant when expressing his desire for making a new America; or at the pentadic level of analysis, America through Trump's terministic screen: (a) making America great again (line 1), (b) fixing America's bridges (line 3), (c) doing group work (line 7), (d) protecting American citizens (line 8), (e) fixing American schools (line 10), and (f) urging the success of all Americans (line 11). Here, a different terministic screen appears with Trump himself acting as a purpose-bound agent; that is, a terministic screen of visionary leadership.

Figure 6. The keyword WANT in Trump's 2016 Orlando speech
Thus, comparing Trump's agent:purpose ratio with that of Clinton explained above, the rhetorical situation may get clearer. In Trump's terms, whereas Clinton's overall purpose is to allow radical Islamic terrorists to come to America, Trump's sole purpose is the large-scale interests of America itself; and here one may assume the presence of clashing terministic screens: disastrous administration versus visionary leadership. Both terministic screens call the attention of Trump's audience to how the two agents (Clinton and Trump) are at cross purposes on the issue of what serves America best; crucially, Trump's purpose has been asserted in the last concordance line (line 12), where he categorically negated any desire on his part to have radical Islamic immigrants in America (compared to Clinton's desire). Further, the terministic screen of visionary leadership has been forged in Figure 6 with Trump's moralistic terms; this is readable from both line 2, where the purpose of the agent Trump is "common sense," and line 4 with Trump explicitly expressing his intent to "do the right thing."

In Figure 7, in continuation of the terministic screen of disastrous administration, the agent:act ratio seems to be rhetorically enacted by Trump who commits Clinton to the act of telling, and thus presents her as an accountable agent. It is through such a pentadic ratio that Trump causes Clinton to face a showdown with his American audience on the issue of immigration from what he describes as "dangerous countries" (line 3). Note here Trump's pentadic shift from the emotionally "expressive" speech-act keyword WANT (Figure 5) to the verbally "assertive" speech-act keyword TELL (Figure 7); this offers full-scale accountability of CLINTON, who becomes responsible for "catastrophic immigration" in terms of both cognition and diction. Interestingly, in Figure 7, the same agent:act ratio proceeds in lines 4 and 5, yet the agent changes from Clinton to the inclusive personal pronoun "we," with both Trump and the American people committed to the act of telling the truth about the status of radical Islam in America; and with this pentadic shift, the terministic screen of visionary leadership re-appears. As such, Trump, rhetorically again, sets up the two clashing terministic screens of disastrous administration versus visionary leadership, with two opposing pentadic agents, Clinton versus Trump and the American people, whose interests seem to be at cross purposes again.

Indeed, the inclusive personal pronoun "we" has been further rhetorically utilized by Trump in relation to the keyword ADMIT; the pentadic structure of this keyword process may be revealing at the level of using the expression we admit. As demonstrated in Figure 8, the meaning of the verb admit in this context is simply "to allow somebody to enter a particular place"; the place here is certainly America, where all referential aspects of meaning are concerned with undesirable immigrants with radical-Islamic attitudes. At this point, the terminological combination of we and admit can be said to constitute the agent:act ratio, which seems to be motivated by Trump's terministic screen of shared or collective blame: We collectively admit those undesirable radical elements into our country. This message is rhetorically running all through the concordance lines in Figure 8.
Perhaps, this pentad-induced message of collective blame should bring to light one of the most important keywords in Trump's speech – IMMIGRATION. As shown in Figure 9, there seem to be two terminological senses of IMMIGRATION; one is general and relates directly to the generic process of immigration into America (lines 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9), and the other is specific in its pentadic scope and is therefore more interesting in the present context of analysis. The latter terminological sense of IMMIGRATION is argued here to make up the agency:agent ratio, whereby the term immigration is presented by Trump as a rhetorical instrument, or agency, which is pentadically associated with two agents, Hillary Clinton (lines 2 and 10) and President Obama (line 5).

Of course, the two agents are presented through a terministic screen of accountability (i.e., the two agents being officially responsible for the radical Islamic immigration into America; and thus, by extension, for the Orlando tragic event about which the whole speech revolves). Suffice it to consider Trump's terms of "dangerous countries" (line 2) and "catastrophic immigration plan" (line 10), which are closely associated with Clinton. However, when it comes to Obama, Trump's terministic screen of accountability is more subtly presented. As can be read in Figure 9, Obama is placed as a deontically responsible agent: "President Obama must release … terrorist activities of any kind since September 11th" (line 5 extended). This is to construct Obama as a President who is need of advice about what he is morally obliged to do in the course of facing this kind of immigration.

At his point of analysis, the pentadic structure of the keyword OBAMA itself may be examined in Figure 10. All concordance lines of OBAMA tend to offer a scene:act ratio, which brings the presidential act of OBAMA and his administration into question and simultaneously evaluates their performance on the critical issue of dangerous immigration; for example, putting the negative spin on "Obama's way" as simply "doesn't work" (line 2). The clearest instance of such a ratio can be realized in line 4, which can be extended as follows: "The Obama administration, with the support of Hillary Clinton and others, has also damaged our security by restraining our intelligence … gathering information." The pentad element of scene presented here is so crucial as it reflects how the Obama administration, including Clinton, is a hindrance, rather than an asset, to the intelligence work of gathering information about radical Islamic terrorists and their activities in America.
5.2. Substantiating Trump’s Orlando speech

At this point, the corpus-based dramatistic discourse analysis of Trump's speech shifts in focus from describing and interpreting the pentadic ratios based on the keywords used in the speech towards explaining the keyword substances contextualizing the whole speech event; this entails defining the Orlando shooting event from the perspective of Trump; or simply how the speech event is defined in the terms used by Trump himself.

To begin, as shown in Table 1, there are keywords with expressly spatial references, namely, ORLANDO and SAN BERNARDINO; both can be said to constitute geometric substance in the Trump speech. It is through such terms of place that Trump has rhetorically substantiated the settings of the shootings executed by radical-Islamic elements over the years 2015 and 2016. As discussed in the above subsection, the Orlando shooting has triggered Trump’s current speech; and it is through this setting, and the Pulse nightclub located therein, that Trump managed to frame the whole event as impinging adversely on America as a whole and accordingly he was able to classify radical Islam as being a threat to the country. Likewise, the term San Bernardino has been employed in a way that substantiated a tragic event of shooting earlier to that in Orlando on the same geometric plane. Yet, the latter setting of San Bernardino served as a trigger for a narrative instance that emphasizes Trump's conceptualization of radical Islam as a danger to the whole of America.

Also, the keywords HILLARY CLINTON, OBAMA, and GAY constitute a familial substance whereby the speech message to the American people has been rhetorically shaped in Trump's classificatory terms and according to his version of truth. In his speech, Trump classifies Obama and Clinton as members of the same administration that share one and the same responsibility before the American people: admitting radical-Islamic immigrants into America. As such, both members are to be held accountable for the shootings in San Bernardino and Orlando. On the other hand, GAY has been used by Trump as a term that features the hatred and violence of radical Islam; the term has been familially associated with other member terms, namely, lesbians, Jews, Christians, women, and children, which have collectively underscored radical Islam's inimical and hostile stance against the American society as a whole. With this division in family substance, Trump managed to highlight how Obama's administration (including Hillary Clinton) have unwittingly acted against the interests of the American people.

Finally, the keywords RADICAL, TERRORISM, IMMIGRATION, and ADMIT can be said to construct a directional substance of different sorts. First, the keywords RADICAL and TERRORISM mark what can be described as a given attitude or a trend against some party or group of people. This is precisely the rhetorical purpose for which Trump has consistently used the two terms. The term radical has been invariably utilized in a way that defines a particular type of Islam: A version of Islam that targets all Americans, including gays, lesbians, Jews, Christians, women, and children. That is to say, radical Islam is presented by Trump as being directed against all Americans. Further, according to
Trump, the term terrorism is itself motivated by this type of radical Islam. Second, Trump uses the keyword IMMIGRATION to denote a conscious movement from countries that favour and adopt radical Islam to America; and as such, it is presented as a means to a terrorist end. Third, the keyword ADMIT reflects the official process of allowing radical Islamists to enter America; the process itself enacts and endorses the legal movement of those Islamists from their home "dangerous countries" to America.

All in all, then, with the three types of substance (geometric, familial, and directional), Trump has presented the Orlando speech event in certain terms that steered the attention of the American people into a particular direction; that is, radical Islam is a threat to each and every American and the Obama administration with the aid of Hillary Clinton are to be held accountable for the terrorism arising from this type of radical Islam. Simultaneously, by virtue of avoiding other terms, Trump has deflected the attention of the American people from the possibility that the events of Orlando and San Bernardino are nothing but individual acts of violence that do not represent Islam in any way shape or form. And, eventually, this is what might be described as Trump's own terministic screens of the 2016 Orlando event.

6. Conclusions

The present study has propounded a methodological synergy of Kenneth Burke's dramatistic method of text analysis and the corpus-linguistics techniques of keyword extraction and concordance reading (KWIC). The primary data used for analysis has been Donald Trump's Orlando speech, delivered on 13 June 2016 in the wake of the gay nightclub shooting in the city of Orlando on 12 June 2016. The secondary data represented a historical reference corpus of all US Presidents, starting from George Washington to Barack Obama, counting up to 3.5 million words. The Orlando speech has been compared against the reference corpus of US Presidents for the sake of extracting the keywords used by Trump in the speech; and only fourteen lexical keywords have been considered for analysis based on the criterion of excluding those grammatical keywords that are void of lexical content. The lexical keywords computationally derived by WordSmith Tools (Scott, 2012) have been investigated in their concordances as keywords-in-context, or KWIC, in terms of Burke's dramatistic method of text analysis; that is, in terms of the ratios associated with the pentadic structures of the keywords themselves and the substance types they reflect in the rhetorical process of organizing Trump's speech message.

Since Burke's method of dramatism is rhetorically oriented in approach, the persuasive language of political discourse has been the main focus of analysis; however, it has been through the corpus-linguistic techniques methodologically integrated that such a rhetorical language analysis of political discourse has demonstrated a reliable basis whereupon Trump's terministic screens were shown to be empirically analyisable. Had it not been for the corpus techniques of keyword-list automatic generation and the concordance browsing of the lexical patterns surrounding the speech keywords, the dramatistic discourse analysis of Trump's rhetorical language would have undergone the methodological weakness of subjective reading and impoverished empirical investigation. At this point, it may be useful to revisit in more detail the literature applying Burke's dramatistic model to different sets of data and types of discourse (Section 2); this may demonstrate how such literature reflects this methodological weakness of adopting Burke's model as a method of analysis, to the exclusion of any potential for integrating quantitative corpus-based methods into this qualitatively rich model.

The literature utilizing Burke's model – as critiqued earlier above (Section 2) – can be categorized into five broad research strands. First, a number of studies have applied Burke's dramatistic model to uncovering the persuasive rhetoric of political discourse; for example, (i) the rhetorical language of Senator Edward Kennedy's address to the people of Massachusetts (Ling, 1970), (ii) Lincoln's second inaugural address (Hahn & Morland, 1979), (iii) Ronald Regan's language on Lebanon and Grenada
(Birdsell, 1987), (iv) the persuasive language used by Martin Luther King, Jr. (Appel, 1997), (v) the rhetorical language utilized in campaigning (Blain, 2005), and (vi) the different rhetorical language usages by Trump and Hillary Clinton (Bloomfield & Tscholl, 2018). Second, two classical studies have drawn on Burke’s model for exploring ideological meanings, namely, describing ideology as a form of symbolic inference (Jameson, 1978) and analysing the ideological language of gay-rights controversial discourse (Brummett, 1979). Third, two studies have applied Burke’s dramatistic analytics to media discourse, with an intensive focus on of the rhetorical language of newspapers (Condit & Selzer, 1985) and popular press (Edgar, 2014). Fourth, a number of studies applied Burke’s “terministic screens” and/or “pentad” to the analysis of (i) medical discourse on the ethics of euthanasia (Kenny, 2005), (ii) the language of experience (Stob, 2008), and (iii) mythic historiography (Jensen & Ratcliffe, 2017). Fifth, some research has been undertaken on technologically mediated discourse, with a view to (i) examining what has been termed "pentadic cartography" (Anderson & Prelli, 2001), (ii) implementing strategies of rhetorical identification towards demonstrating the interface between Facebook and composition writing (Head, 2016), and (iii) investigating the process of the creative idea generation of graphic communication design (Ebigbagha, 2020).

One may conclude here that the present form of corpus-based dramatistic discourse analysis – as proposed in the current study – will in all probability afford a methodologically more rigorous version of Burke’s dramatism than the one followed in the above literature. Indeed, this is the main contribution the present study claims. This contribution can be explained in the light of the fact that Burke's dramatism is principally based on the key terms used by text producers in shaping their rhetorical messages; Burke's main concept of "terministic screen" may well validate this claim. This is where the corpus-linguistics technique of KWIC has proved substantially significant to the dramatistic analysis of text: Since the keywords computationally identified by corpus software like WordSmith Tools are reliable indicators of what the text is actually about, Burke's textual key terms – and the terministic screens motivating them – can be described and interpreted through such keywords. This is the answer to the overarching question proposed in the present study: How to synergize Kenneth Burke's dramatistic model of text analysis and corpus linguistics in a way that is methodologically useful to the rhetorical analysis of political discourse?

However, besides this main methodological contribution, having applied the current methodology to Trump's 2016 Orlando speech, I am in a position now to present some further research findings and answers to the sub-questions related to the overarching question. First, in an answer to the first sub-question (What is Donald Trump's 2016 Orlando speech mainly about?), a list of fourteen keywords in Trump's speech has been computationally derived with no human intervention or any intuition on the analyst's part. Interestingly, the keywords and keyword linkages automatically generated have collectively demonstrated what Trump's speech is all about. For example, the top keyword RADICAL, alongside its collocating keywords of ISLAM, ISLAMIC and TERRORISM, as well as the keyword IMMIGRATION have revealed Trump's central theme about the threat of radical Islamic immigration to America; so is the case with the keyword linkage of HILLARY CLINTON and the keyword OBAMA as indexing the political actors presumed by Trump to be held accountable for condoning this kind of immigration from what he has described as "dangerous countries"; finally, the keyword linkage SAN BERNARDINO and the keywords ORLANDO and GAY indicate the local setting and trigger for the speech event.

Second, addressing the second sub-question (What are the terministic screens motivating Trump in his rhetorical representation of the speech event?), a thorough analysis of the pentadic ratios of speech keywords has been undertaken as such: There has been an investigation of the speech keywords in their concordances by means of applying Burke's dramatistic method of finding the potential combinations of the pentad elements (act, agent, agency, scene, and purpose) associated with such keywords and their
linkages in the concordances. The pentadic analysis of keywords and their linkages has brought out five terministic screens that can be said to have motivated Trump in his rhetorical representation of the 2016 Orlando event. First, the scene:agent ratio associated with the keyword linkages RADICAL ISLAM/RADICAL ISLAMIC TERRORISM has been motivated by the terministic screen of terror; second, the scene:act ratio associated with GAY, ORLANDO, and SAN BERNARDINO has been motivated by the terministic screen of scenic dramatization; third, a set of keywords has been motivated by two clashing terministic screens of disastrous administration and visionary leadership: respectively, (a) the agent:purpose ratio associated with HILLARY CLINTON and WANT and the agent:act ratio with CLINTON and TELL and (b) the agent:purpose ratio with the keyword WANT and the pronoun "I" and the agent:act ratio with the keyword TELL and the inclusive pronoun "we"; fourth, the agent:act ratio with the keyword ADMIT and the inclusive pronoun "we" has been motivated by the terministic screen of shared or collective blame; fifth, the agency:agent ratio with IMMIGRATION, CLINTON and OBAMA as well as the scene:act ratio with OBAMA alone have been motivated by the terministic screen of accountability.

Third, the third sub-question (How can the whole speech event be explained in relation to Trump’s rhetorically motivated terms?) has been addressed by proceeding with Burke’s dramatistic method of keyword-substance analysis – or, more technically, the dramatistic substantiation of the Orlando speech event. In this respect, the three types of substance (geometric, familial, and directional) have been reflected by the speech keywords. First, the keywords ORLANDO and SAN BERNARDINO reflect the geometric substance whereby Trump has substantiated the settings of the shootings associated with radical-Islamic terrorists over the time span 2015-2016; second, HILLARY CLINTON, OBAMA and GAY reflect the familial substance that enabled Trump’s classificatory system of the "Other": (a) both Clinton and Obama have been lumped together as official mediocrities who failed to protect America against radical-Islamic immigrants and (b) gays and other related terms such as lesbians, Jews, Christians, women, and children in America have been subsumed under the family of victims of radical-Islamic terrorism; third, and last, RADICAL, TERRORISM, IMMIGRATION, and ADMIT reflect the directional substance, which again enabled Trump to manipulate the orientations of certain political actors in his speech in rhetorically subtle ways: (a) the term-complex "radical Islamic terrorism" reflects an attitude of hatred and violence that is directed by some immigrants against all Americans, (b) the term "immigration" substantiates the directional movement of evil forces of radical Islamists from their "dangerous countries" into America, and (c) the process "admit" substantiates the mobilization of immigrants across the American borders.

Finally, then, the present form of corpus-based dramatistic discourse analysis can be said to operate methodologically on the rhetorical language of political discourse – particularly political speeches – in such a way that productively combines Burke’s qualitative method of dramatistic text analysis and the quantitative methods and techniques of corpus linguistics; the latter does enhance the former’s empirical powers of analysis and the former does enrich the latter’s heuristic potentials for describing, interpreting, and explaining the rhetorical language of political discourse in general.
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